ADJUSTABLE

KNEADING AND KNOCKING
MASSAGE CUSHION

Uncover the pillow leather cover,
Feeling the powerful neck kneading.

RT-2039

Technique specification:
Rated voltage: 220V
Rated frequency: 60Hz
Rated power: 80W

BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF PRODUCT

Series of Microcomputer Multifunctional Massage Folding Chairs, cushion, which connect knocking, kneading, rolling, magnetic therapy and pinching massage together is the result of the Rongtai enterprise unceasing developing and hard working for years. Adopting the massage theory of the Chinese medicine, linking German sports science and the modern high scientific technology together, the enterprise produced such kind of excellent health-keeping product. Not only designed ergonomically, matching skeleton distribution and muscle acupoint structure of the human body, but also joining the even and complex force beating in powerful electromagnetic field and the Chinese medicine manipulations of kneading and massage, controlled by microcomputer the products can knead and massage the neck and the shoulder of the human body in both positive and negative directions at the acupoint of Fengchi, Tianzhu, Jianjing, and so on. You can enjoy the high quality health-keeping efficiency after the repeat rolling and beating in alternating ways at your back, waist and buttocks' acupoint such as Xinshu, Ganshu, Pishu, Shen shu, Cishu, etc. after attending to numerous affairs everyday.

That the perfect combination of the kneading, pinching, beating and rolling massage in the powerful electromagnetic field will not only make you vigorous, effectively promote the soft tissue blood circulation, clear and activate the channels and collaterals, regulate the function of your nerve system and remove the muscle fatigue, but also relax the muscle of the back and waist, recover the active degree of spine, improve the extravasate remains to be absorbed, loosen the mucus, and promote the waist and back muscle function, especially it has the remarkable auxiliary treatment effect to the chronic strain of lumbar muscles and it can strengthen the immunity function of the organism. It is not only indispensable and practical household healthy keeping product, but also a best present for friends and relatives.
Operation instruction of control box

Before use, connect the corresponding linkers between the back cushion and seat cushion. Then plug in the machine, push on the power switch at the right side of the back cushion (with indication). That “OFF” is shown on the control box means waiting state.

1. Kneading control
   “ON/OFF” (kneading) key: press it to start or stop the kneading at neck and shoulder and back and waist.
   “SHIFT” (at neck and shoulder) key: press it to start or stop the kneading at neck and shoulder and the vibration at the neck.
   “SHIFT” (at back and waist) key: press it to start or stop the kneading at back and waist.
   “PROGRAM” key: there are ten kinds of neck and shoulder kneading and the neck vibration combination massage in the program. Press it to circularly choose program with the corresponding digital display of “C0-C9”.

2. Knocking control
   Push on the black switch on the left side of the back cushion.
   “ON/OFF” (knocking) key: press it to start or stop the knocking massage of the seat cushion.
   “FORCE” key: the force degree is “medium” grade when starting the machine. Press it to choose one of the three grades with “weak, medium, strong” willfully.

3. time set key: the fixed time is 20 minutes when starting it. Press “time set” key to circular choosing 10 minutes, 20 minutes and 30 minutes. When time is up, all of the movements will be off automatically, turn to the waiting state.

4. When do not use it, please shut off the power source.

Attention
1. The children below 12 years old are forbidden to use.
2. Do not sit on the back cushion or the armrests for avoiding the accident.
3. Do not put the control box into the water, preventing the malfunction of control box.
4. Do not press or stretch out to the inner of kneading head and the cloth cover of the rolling machine in case accidents.
5. When do not use, always cut off the power supply.

Person who has following conditions needs to consult doctor before use
1. Person with the heart problem
2. People with cardiac demand pacemakers etc manmade machine inside body
3. Person who has the severe wound
4. Person whose backbone is unusual and deformed
5. Pregnant and the person during the heavy days of your period
6. Person who had an operation ever or whose operation parts need massage
7. Person whose body is lack of Ca or his bone is fragile.
8. Person with the acute disease outbreak